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1 Study for a New Ceramic, 2018  
oil and graphite on canvas

 The first work Morrison produced in the body of paintings on 
view here, Study for a New Ceramic depicts a model for an 
unrealized sculpture. Most of Morrison’s paintings are planned 
digitally prior to being executed on canvas, using modelling 
software to render and assemble both the objects and spaces 
he depicts. This work offers a glimpse into this process, with the 
sculptural form—functioning here as the base for a jade plant, 
once a ubiquitous signifier of a bohemian or countercultural 
lifestyle—presented in a kind of non-space, one not yet detailed 
by the artist.

2 Design for a Planter (with Lilies), 2019 
oil on canvas 
Collection of Jane Irwin and Ross Hill

3 Interior with Mushroom Motif, 2018 
oil and graphite on canvas

 In Interior with Mushroom Motif, Morrison marshals a range 
of disparate art historical, architectural and design referenc-
es—each once formative to an avant-garde—in an imagined 
domestic space. An abstracted terrazzo floor originating in 
16th-century Venice, but popularized in 1920s North America 
through Art Deco; Arts & Crafts wainscotting, rendered here 
in a green common to many mid-century west coast interiors; 
a sculptural form that alludes to the late 20th-century post-
modernism of architect Michael Graves. The wallpaper in this 
work is one of Morrison’s design, developed using a historical 
pouncing technique known as spolvero, a means of duplicating 
images and repeating patterns prior to the advent of mechani-
cal reproduction using charcoal and a pin-prick stencil.

4 Night Scene, 2019 
oil and graphite on canvas

5 Stumbling Block in the Vestibule, 2021-2022 
oil on canvas

 While meticulously detailed, the interior spaces Morrison 
depicts in his paintings are uniquely flat in character, often 
retaining the uncanniness of the digital renderings they’re 
based on. Each element of these scenes offers the impression 
of endless interchangeability to suit any given style, taste or 
ideology—the Art Deco wallpaper seen here (a nod to French 
designer Maurice Pillard Verneuil) could be easily replaced with 
Constructivist abstraction, the mid-century ceramic tile updat-
ed readily to parquetry. The frequently hermetic nature of these 
spaces contributes to this sense of the stage-set—windows 
and doors, where they appear, are closed or covered (or simply 
blacked out, as in the adjacent Night Scene). While Morrison 
permits a nod to the outside world here, offering a gradient 
redolent of dawn, its effect remains a distinctly simulated one.

6 Design for Sculpture with Green Lamp and  
White Light, 2020 
oil on canvas

7 Stratford on Guy, 2020 
oil on canvas

 Design for Sculpture with Green Lamp and White Light and 
Stratford on Guy offer two views of the same scene: a study of 
ceramic forms in a seemingly domestic space. The perspectival 
shift offered in these works is reminiscent of still-life painting, 
though Morrison’s process inverts this tradition—these scenes 
are modelled digitally, with the artist painting from virtual 
renderings rather than physical objects. Any sculptural works 
Morrison produces arrive last in this process, their forms 
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frequently evincing the gaps between an idea’s initial intent or 
conception and its real-world function or execution.

8 Interior with Sculpture and Furniture, 2019 
oil and graphite on canvas

While harnessing references that straddle multiple times and 
places is a hallmark of Morrison’s work—here, for example, a 
late 19th-century table by Gustav Stickley on the lower left, a 
table from Frank Lloyd Wright’s 1937 Hanna House on the lower 
right, and a 1971 Panthella lamp by Danish designer Verner 
Panton above this—allusions of a more personal or autobi-
ographical nature recur throughout these paintings as well, 
testaments to the artist’s own aesthetic identifications. The 
patterned floor in this work, for example, is drawn from a bar in 
Ostend, Belgium that Morrison spent time in; the Arts and Crafts 
mouldings in the scene mirror those of his childhood home; and 
the Chinese lantern dangling above the window a nod to the 
1970s west coast counterculture that he grew up amidst.

9 Tulips with Vase, 2019 
oil on canvas

10 Lantern and Table, 2019 
oil on canvas 

11 Walls Disappear Behind Pyrotechnic Paper, 2021 
oil on canvas

12 Dun Lurnin, Dun Livin, Dun Cairin, 2015-ongoing 
ceramic (clay, glazes)

 For several years now, Morrison has produced slab-built 
ceramics that freely combine diverse architectural fragments 
into new forms. Renderings of these sculptures frequently 
appear in situ in Morrison’s paintings prior to their actual 
production, as noted above, serving both ornamental purposes 
(as in Interior with Mushroom Motif) and utilitarian ones (such as 
Tulips with Vase). Decidedly domestic in scale, these works are 
a wry nod to William Morris’ credo “Have nothing in your house 
that you do not know to be useful or believe to be beautiful,” 
with Morrison considering the ways both the aesthetic and the 
functional are used not just to fashion one’s living space, but to 
shape one’s presentation of self.
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